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INTRODUCTION

The Stanley F. Horn Collection Addition, 1939-1959, was a gift from an unknown donor. The addition consists of ca. 75 items and has no restrictions.
SCOPe AND CONTENT

The Stanley F. Horn Collection Addition, 1939-1959, consists of a file of correspondence to and from Stanley F. Horn mainly relating to his work as a writer. Also included are correspondences regarding to Emil Hurja’s collection on Andrew Jackson, which is an addition to this addition.
NAME INDEX

This is a Name Index of correspondences in the Stanley F. Horn Collection Addition, 1989, together with the dates of the letters and information regarding their contents. The figures in parentheses denote the number of letters, if more than one. The last number refers to the box and folder in which the material is to be found.

Chambers, D.L. (2) to Robert S. Henry, 1940, re: Inquiry on the possibilities of a book written on the Battle of Nashville, the Battlefields of Tennessee and the Army of the West, 41-1
Frank, Seymour J. to Robert S. Henry, 1951, re: Acknowledgement of receipt and thank you for the pamphlet on Abraham Lincoln, 41-1
Henry, Robert S. to Seymour J. Frank, 1951, re: Would like to give Tennessee Historical Society letter from Henry Moore to Col. Sam Tate, is glad to know that he will talk on Jefferson Davis, 41-2
Henry, Robert S. (23) to Stanley F. Horn, 1941-1957, re: Offers suggestion on the various works by Horn, critique of his work, research material for Horn’s books. Nashville’s Historic & Old Homes by Horn, and discussion of the Jacksonian Collection kept by Emil Hurja, 41-2
Henry, Robert S. (2) to Bart Sheldon of the Washington Civil War Round Table, 1952-1953, re: Horn’s plan to meet in Washington for the Round Table meeting, 41-2
Henry, Robert S. (2) to Emil Hurja, 1953, re: Returns letter of Coleman Harwell and Lacey Reynolds, also discusses Jacksonian collection, 41-2
Henry, Robert S. to Robert T. Quarles, 1958, re: Discusses Mrs. Richard Hunt (the former Mrs. Emil Hurja) distress in the whereabouts of the Jacksonian Collection, 41-2
Henry, Roberts S. (2) to Mrs. William Wemyss, 1953, re: Discussion on the most desirable place for preservation of the Jacksonian collection, 41-2
Henry, Stanley F. to D.L. Chambers, 1940, re: Received book, arrangements to be in Indianapolis, describes story of the Battle of Nashville, 41-3
Henry, Stanley F. to Mrs. Emil Hurja, 1953, re: Significance of Andrew Jackson Collection and the pleasure of having it at the Tennessee Historical Society, 41-3
Horn, Stanley (41) to Mr. Robert S. Henry, 1939-1959, re: Comments on Mr. Henry’s chance at the Pulitzer Prize, discussion on the Ku Klux Klan book, would like him to critique, news of Tennessee Historical Society, discuss the idea of a future book, 41-3
Horn, Stanley F. to Mr. Quentin M. Lambert, 1952, re: Thank you for the photographs of the Paul Bunyan exhibit at the Chicago Railroad Fair, 41-3
Lambert, Quentin M. to Stanley F. Horn, 1852, re: Request for photographs of the Paul Bunyan exhibit at the Chicago Railroad Fair, 41-1
Wemyss, Mrs. William (Ellen) to Mrs. Hurja, 1953, re: Discuss the price of the Andrew Jackson collection, expresses pride in having it stored at the Tennessee Historical Society, 41-4
Unknown (3) to Robert S. Henry & Stanley F. Horn, 1939 &1959, re: Delight in review of Mr. Horn’s book. A thank you for the Courier-Journal review. Personal news, 41-4